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At 2330 hours on August 6, 1986, Fermi II was at 0 percent -

power, 50 psig, and 280 degrees Fahrenheit when a Reactor
Core Is.olation Cooling System (RCIC) containment isolation
valve was found to be only partly closed after an isolation
actuation. This event also resulted in previously
undetected operations which were not in accordance with
Technical Specifications.

This event was caused by personnel error, and involved an
error in design. RCIC valve closure was prematurely
terminated by a limit switch which should have only been
used to prevent recycling of the actuator after closure.
The installed torque switch should have been used to
control' closure termination. Three other isolation valves
were found to be of similar design. Since their limit
switches were set at the 100 percent closed position, full -

valve closure may not have been prevented.

As corrective actions, the valves were modified to utilize
the torque switch for determi.ing valve closure
termination, and the procedure for testing the RCIC valve
will be revised to verify full closure after testing of
automatic operation. No failed systems or components
contributed to this event.
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At 2330 hours on August 6, 1986, it was discovered that the inboard
~

primary containment isolation valve for the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System (RCIC) (BN) turbine steam supply had not fully closed
following an isolation actuation. At the time, Fermi 2 was in

i OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 (STARTUP), in the process of shutting down,,

at approximately 0 percent power, 50 psig, and 280 degrees
Fahrenheit.

Incomplete closure of the inboard RCIC valve was identified by an
operator (licensed, utility) when it was noted that the control board

,

status lights for the valve indicated it to be in an intermediate'

position. The valve was then fully closed manually by placing the
control board key lock switch in the " OPERATE" mode and using the

,

j "CLOSE" pushbutton.

The incomplete RCIC valve closure was noticed shortly after an
automatic ESF isolation actuation of the valve on low RCIC steam
supply pressure (reactor pressure). Automatic isolation actuation of,

the RCIC turbine steam supply valves on low steam supply pressure is
an expected occurrence during a plant shutdown. The event which
initiated the plant shutdown is described in LER 86-026.

At 2115 hours on August 8, 1986, an error in.the RCIC valve closure
circuitry was identified which was believed to be a probable cause of
the incomplete valve closure. After further investigation, at 10004

hours on August 13, 1986 it was conclusively determined that the
incomplete valve closure was caused by the error in the closure
circuitry. Corrective modification of the closure circuitry in the-

j affected valves was completed on August 16, 1986.

| The RCIC isolation valves can be operated in either of two control
l switch positions. Selection of operational method is made via a key

lock switch in the control room. When the key lock switch is in the
" OPERATE" position, the valve can be manually actuated by use of the
"OPEN" and "CLOSE" pushbuttons. When the key lock switch is in the
" LOCK" position, pushbutton operation is defeated. The valve will
automatically close upon receipt of an appropriate ESF isolation
signal independent of key lock switch position.

When the valve is manually actuated in the " OPERATE" position, a
seal-in circuit exists in order to ensure full valve closure. The
seal-in circuit is designed to terminate valve closure upon operation
of a torque switch. Initially, a seal-in circuit existed for
automatic actuator operation in both the " LOCK" and " OPERATE"
positions. However, the actuator design was changed to remove th'e
seal-in circuit during automatic actuator operation.
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) The seal-in circuit was removed during preoperational testing to
prevent repeated automatic attempts to reclose the valve after-

initial closure. The repeated reclose attempts were caused by gear'

b|acklash in the valve operator.

I't was intended that the seal-in circuit would either be reinstated,
or the actuator would be replaced with an actuator design which was-

! not as susceptible to gear backlash. However, neither reinstatement
I nor replacement was ever achieved. Since there was no seal-in

.

circuit during automatic valve closure, valve closure termination was
controlled by a torque switch wired in series with a non-recycle
limit switch.;

j A review of all safety-related valves with key lock switches |

| identified three additional primary containment isolation valves
| which had their seal-in circuits removed, such that automatic valve

closure termination was controlled by a torque switch wired in series'

with a limit switch. The affected valves include the outboard RCIC4

Steam Line Isolation valve, and the Division I and II outboard
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Spray Isolation valves'

(BL).

In the case of the inboard RCIC valve, where the non-recycle limit
.

switch was set to open at 95 percent of full valve closure, the limit
switch will open before the torque switch can operate, terminating-'

valve closure prematurely. The limit switches for the other three
isolation valves are set to open at 100 percent of valve travel.

With the limit switches set at the 100 percent closed position, it
cannot be determined whether automatic valve closure will be
terminated by the limit switch or by the torque switch. Since these

; valves utilize a limit switch at the 100 percent closed position,

i they may have operated properly and allowed full valve closure,

The inboard RCIC isolation valve had been tested and its operationj
observed several times prior to discovery of the closure circuitry,

i error. The signifigance of the circuitry error was not immmediately
recognized because automatic operation of the valve was in accordance.

! with the closure circuit design drawings.

In the case of the RHR Suppression Pool Spray valves and the outboard,

; RCIC valve, detection of the closure circuitry error was inhibited
i because the valves indicated full closed following automatic valve

closure. Additionally, these valves were generally tested manually
: using the "CLOSE" pushbutton, which has an associated seal-in feature

and allows full valve closure.
,
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Other testing, such as ASME local leak rate testing, did not detect
the closure circuit error because they are also performed manually
with the key lock switch in the " OPERATE" position. Performance of
local leak rate testing with the key lock seitch in the " OPERATE"
position is an acceptable test method.

.

This event resulted in the plant being operated since issuance of the
Operating License, between OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5 (REFUELING) and
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 (STARTUP), with a potentially degraded'

ability to isolate the primary containment. This subsequently caused
the plant to be operated in a condition which was not in accordance4

with Technical Specifications.

This event was caused by personnel error, and involved an error in:

| design. This event was not directly caused by an inadequate
procedure. However, the procedures which control the review and'

implementation of design changes have undergone several revisions
since the pre-license period, and are improved. The current

;
' procedure is now adequate to preclude occurrence of similar events.

This event was not contributed to by any failed or inoperable
systems, components, or structures.

As corrective actions, a temporary modification has been installed on
, the affected RCIC and RHR Suppression Pool Spray Isolation valves.
|

This modification ensures full valve closure independent of whether
operation is manual or automatic. An Engineering Design Package will
be issued to include the modification in the design of these valves.
Additionally, the surveillance procedure for the RCIC isolation
valves will be revised to verify full valve closure following
automatic testing of valve operation.

Since an emergency condition requiring isolation of the RCIC Steam
Line or the RHR Sappression Pool Spray Line did not exist prior to,
or at the time of discovery of this event, there was no affect on the
safe operation of the plant or the safety of the public. However,
even if a condition requiring isolation of these two lines had
existed, the safe operation of the plant and the safety of the public
would have continued to be ensured by the ability to manually close
the affected isolation valves. r

No previous events involving a design error in ESF valve closure
circuitry have been reported for Fermi 2.
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk_

Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Reference: Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
Facility Operating License No. NPF-43

Subject: Transmittal of Licensee
Event Report 86-025-01

Please find enclosed LER No. 86-025-01, dated October 3,
1986. This supplement is being submitted as committed in
our original transmittal of this LER, Detroit Edison
letter NP860485, September 5, 1986. As indicated below,
a copy of this LER is being sent to the Administrator
Region III.

If you have any questions, please contact us.

Sincerely,
|

.

Ws
,

l R. S. Lenart
! Plant Manage

Enclosure: NRC Forms 366, 366A

cc: M. D. Lynch
W. G. Rogers

Regional Administrator Wayne County Emergency
USNRC Region III Management Division
799 Roosevelt Rd. 1250 Middlebelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 Detroit, MI 48242

i

Director / Coordinator
Monroe City-County Office of Civil Preparedness
965 South Raisinville Road
Monroe, MI 48161 4-
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